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Egyptians and Babylonians
1VEE 1—I I Ti’j

Mathematics began as a practical science for constructing calendars. L i
administering harvests, organizing public works and collecting taxes. At I
first the operations of arithmetic were emphasized, but they evolved Into
algebra by around 2000 s.c. This occurred In two different parts of the
world, Egypt (in north Africa) and Babytonla (the Middle East).

The Egyptians wrote on papyrus scrolls. Their method was similar
to our way of writing books today, but the metho used by the Babylonian
was quite different. They impressed wedge-like marks on clay tablets that
were eltherbaked hard inovensorsettodryinthesun. Thesescrolisand
tablets are our sources of Information about the great Egyptian and
Babylonian cMlizatlons.

The Egyptian RhlndPapyñiscont&ns material fromabout 1800 s.c.
It Is the oldest document in the world that Is devoted entirely to
mathematics. When stretched from end to end it measures 18 feet long
and one foot wide.

The Rhirid Papyrus begins with some lessons In arithmetic. Then It
solves 84 problems In a wide variety of areas. Some problems are called
“aha problems’ because the unknown quentitywas called ‘aha.’ Problem
24 Is shown below In the original writing called hieroglyphics. V

it reads:
Aha and Its 1/7 added together become 19. I4liat le aba?
Today we write this problem as the equation x+ (117)x= 19. The

Rhind Papyrus shows that aba Is equal to 16 5. V

in Babylonla there was an abundance of tablets containing one
problem each Instead of one tablet containing many problems. Each
tabletisaboutthe slzeofthe palmolyourhand. Thefrontsideo(onetablet
unearthed by archaeiogists reads: I have miitlplled Iangth and Wdth to
obtain area 252. I have added length and width to get3Z Miat are the

IMPORTANT NOTICE: This book Is sold as a student workbook and Is not to be used as a duplicating
master. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form without the prior written permission of the
publisher. Copyright Infringement Is a violation of Federal Law.

Copyright © 1990 by Key Curriculum Project, Inc. All rights reserved.
® Key to Fractions, Key to Decimals, Key to Percents, Key to Algebra, Key to Geometry Key to Measurement, and
Key to Metric Measurement are registered trademarks of Key Curriculum Press.
Published by Key Curriculum Press, 1150 65th Street, Emeryville, CA 94608
Printed in the United States of America 24 09

length and width? The reverse side of the tablet gives the details of the
solution: length 18, wIdth 14. NotIce that when you multiply these
numbers you get 252 and when you add them you get 32. The
Babylonians checked their work this way too.

Th. metho that the Babylonians used to solve the problem is
amazingly advanced. Today It Is called the ‘quadratic formula.’

On the cover of this book a Babylonian student practices writing a
multiplication table on a clay tablet. The teacher wrote a table on one half
of the tablet and the student must copy it

Historical note by David ZltarelIl
Illustration by Jay Flom

ISBN 978-1-55953-001-9



Multiplying

In arithmetic we wrote multiplication problems these two ways:

3
3x5=j5 x5

15
In algebra we show multiplication by using a dot or by using parentheses. Below are
some examples.

3(5)=15
Here are some multiplication problems for you to do:

65=

1 f3 4 5 6 7 18 9 110 11 12
1 I 23 L4. 5 6
2 2468
3 3 6 9
4

.5
6 48
7

8
9
10
11

12

35=15 (3)(5) = 15

2L4:

(II)(2)=

8(’1)=

1010=

L+.3

3.6= ()(3)=

(8)(4)= 3.5.5=
4(4): 3(9)=

910= 15=
) 6•6=

Below is a multiplication table that needs to be finished. Finish it and then use it to check
the problems you just did.

D19O by Key Cu,r$oIum Projeot, Inc
)o not dupflcate wbhout protiselon. 1



Factong

In a multiplication problem like

5.7=35 (3
5 and 7 are called factors of 35. Factors are numbers which are multiplied. Many times in
algebra we have to break down a number into factors. Both factors will have to be whole
numbers. Here are some examples:

r 24=I2’2 I
Below are some numbers for you to factor.
using any fractions.

[ 15=35 1

f 64=88 I
See if you can factor each number without

27 8

I I

I I L 1 I I )

2-F
/\ A A

122 27 88

I 14=2’7 I

w
,\

3.5

16 50 72

I I I I
20 36 22

2 by Key Curfloulum ProJ.ut. Inc.
Do n04 duplicate without permIssion.



63 56 28

81 49 100

[ 1 I 1
77 39 132

L II 11 I
:) 30 30 30

I I I I
48 48 48

I I I
17 5 23

1 .1 I I

[ I I I I

ciggo by Key Curflcuom Prc.d, Inc.
Do nc th. withoLd pemIseb.
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Prime Numbers

Let’s try to factor the number 17. The only way we can do it is like this:

()

/\
H17

I 17=117
We still end up with a 17, so you can see that we really didn’t break down the 17 intotwo smaller numbers. In fact, that’s impossible to do without using fractions.A number, like 17, that can only be factored into 1 times itself is called a prime number.5 is also a prime number, since 1 • 5 is the only way it can be factored using whole numbers.Can you think of some more prime numbers? (Note: 1 is not considered a prime number.2 is the smallest prime number.)

Try to factor each number into a product of smaller numbers. If a number is prime, draw acircle around it.

8
rime prime

22 23

9 10 II 12 13 15

(6 17 18 19 20 21 22

4
iey Crtlum Ptoci.

Do not dupflcate WtIhOUt p.mssn.



Prime Factors

Here are some numbers that we have already broken down:

A
122 27 8’8

However, only one of them has been broken down all the way. This time we are going to
break them all the way down into prime factors:

A
3•r

A
22

Break down each number into prime factors.

70

7c I

12 22

24 Pc
A A
27

232221

At’
r•2 2H
A A

22 22

I 1 6Lf 2.2.22.2121

L2= 1 122
by Key Cunicu!um Pfced

Oothout
5



A
‘“‘.5
A
22

90 2q

1 202•2’5 I
18

jo 1
81

L24 1

(3

C)

30

[18= 1
48

fai= I
100

f30=

32.

[148= I qo= [3Zz

6
by key CuivIum Project. Inc.

Do noi duplIcate without pemllosIcn.



integers

Integers are a lot like the whole numbers that you already.know. The main difference is
that there are negative integers as well as positive integers. Zero is also an integer.
Lje is one way we can picture the set of Integers:

(——I I I 1 I I I I >
7 6 5 4 1 -2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

-----

Negative Integers Zero Positive Integers

As you can see, the negative integers are to the left of zero. We use a little raised minus
sign to show that an integer is negative. Sometimes we use a little raised plus sign to show
that an integer Is positive, but we usually don’t use any sign at all when the integer is positive.
Zero Is neither positive nor negative.

Comparing integers

By looking at the number line we can easily tell which integers are greater (larger) than a
certain number and which are less (smaller) than the number.

left right

6 5 4 1 -2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 is greater than -2 because it is to the right of 2.
4 is less than -2 because it is to the left of -2.

Write>, = or < between the two integers to show whether the first is greater than, equal to or
less than the second.

a •O
ij3han2.

I >2

5 2 3 2

2 5 5

o .3 I 1

0 2. 1 0

CIO by IC.y cumculum pm. inc. 7
Do noi duØate hout pembn,



Showing Gains and Losses

You can also use integers to show gains and losses. Positive integers show gains, and
negative Integers show losses. Zero Is used if there is no change. Here is how we can use
integers to show gains and losses in a football game: C)

We gained 5 yards. — — — positive 5

,— -—

— —I—. —
-

;ni; — —
We lost 3 yards. — — — — — — - negative

14-----.4

TI 43

—
losing

There was no — — — — — — — — - zero (not positive
change (no gain and not negative)arid no loss). 4

0 — — — — — — 0

:::i::::: :zi:zz
::::::::::::::::::::

We gained 2 yards and then gained 6 more yards.

::::::::::i::::::::::

You show the following gains and losses. C)

We gained 4 yards. We lost 5 yards.

8

We gained 5 yards and then lost 8 yards. ()

tio by Key Cuidculum Ptoea. Inc.
Lo not dupilcale wIthout pemittsn.



Adding Integers

In arithmetic you learned the operations of adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing
w,le numbers and fractions. In algebra, one of the first things you have to learn is how to
aJ, subtract, multiply and divide integers.

To add integers we can think of a football game. A positive number stands for ground
gained by our team; a negative number shows ground lost. Zero Is used when there is no
gain or loss. Here are some examples:

Alto ether

d3;)(j

Alt. ether w.

g2yd.yd.) 2k

2 + 5 + -5 Q

If you ever have trouble adding integers, then you can draw a football field to help you
figure out the answer.

Problem: -5 +-3 =
ç our team our team 1
1 losing yards gaining yards J ‘

-$ -5
-

— —
—. •1

—ii

— — — — —

—
—

:,

13 12 1 1109171543 1 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Problem: 9 + 2 I
199ObyyCurrtcuIumPmje. Inc. 9)o not dupia1e wfthout petmlubn.
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41 I I I I I I
13 -12 -11 -10 -g i

Add.

, +3=

8 +5=

5 +3=

-8 +8=

-6+5=

12 ÷6=
-11+0=

-16+7=

2
+6

__

-5

9 + =

5 +

-9÷4=

10 +=

2 i-11=

13 +-9

13 5 =

6
+-9

I I I I I I I I I>
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

+6=

+

÷9=

+ 1=
=

+14=

12

jL[+Q ÷O= 37+0=

0 ÷ 3 = 0 + 0 +5 0 ÷ 39=
Adding zero is easy! We just have to look at the other number in the problem and that’s the
answer. Here is a way we can say this:

If a is any integer, then a +0 = a
and 0+a=a.r I

111111111
7 1 -5 -4 3 2 1 0 1

Ill’
2345

3÷2= 7

3+= 8
3÷0= 9
3+j=

3 -2= —7

3 -‘--3= -II

3 j..-L4 -I

3 i._5= 17

3+-6=

-7 9 -II
4

I I
+ H

is called the Principle for Adding Zero.

•19a0 by Key Cun$ailum Prced Inc.
Do not dhcate wtIhou petmeIon. 11



-3+7 5+8

7+3 8÷5=

16 +5 = 16 + 18 = -I7÷ 7 =

5 +16 = 18 +-1, = 47 +147 =

3 ÷35 = 30 ÷80 + 2 I =

35 + = -80 + 30 -21 +

100÷62 = 100÷79 = 100 ÷ 25

2 +100 99+100 = -25 ÷100 =

ICC +97 = 100 ÷53= 100 t 77

7? ÷100 = -53100 = 77 ÷100

As you can see from the problems on this page, It doesn’t matter which of the numbers
comes first when we are adding. We get the same answer either way. This is what we
mean when we say that addition of integers is commutative.

rCommutative Principle for Addition of Integers:
I Ifaandbareintegers, then a+b= b+a.

For example, 3+7 = 7+3
4 4

O12D ty Key Cut,ahjm Proiea. Inc.
Do not duØlc. wfthout pena.Ion.



On this page, the parentheses tell you which pair of numbers to add first.

2

(5+-3)+-6= ‘+ (‘+÷8)÷7

5 + ( =
Lj.

+ (-3 +7) =

cl

(6 +-4)+7 = (-3÷7)+-5 =

, +(-LF+7)
___J

(-8÷7)+5 = (-3÷-b) + 6 =

-5+(7.i.5)=
/

(÷9)÷9= (-23-’-77+-57

6 + (-9+9) -23 + (77 +57) =

These problems show that it makes no difference which pair of numbers we add first.
The answer always comes out the same. This Is what we mean when we say that
addition of integers is associative.

Associative Principle for Addition of Integers:
If a,bandcare integers, then (a+b)+c = a÷(b+c).

For example, (8i-7)+5 =8+(7+5)

4 4

019 by yOw amPofed 1 3
Do no( WThOI pemeon.



Write a positive or negative number or zero for each sentence.

Write a problem for each sentence.

The Bears lost 16 yards. 16
The Raiders gained 38 yards.

Don won 8O.

Harry lost 65.

Tom broke even.

The temperature went up 8 degrees.

The temperature went down 13 degrees.

Marty lost 5 kilograms.

Irene gained 3 kilograms.

Barbara stayed the same weight.

Mr. Green spent $20.

Mrs. Williams earned $86.

Brenda lost $3.

Theresa found $1.

Carla didn’t find anything.

The water level fell 7 centimeters.

()

C)

The Giants gained 8 yards and then lost 5 yards. 8 + 5
The temperature fell 6 degrees and then fell 5 more degrees.

Marty lost 5 kilograms but then gained back 3.

Mrs. Williams got paid $86 and then spent $40.

Mr. Lopez lost $3, but then he found $2 of it.

The water level rose 11 cm and then fell 11 cm.

An airplane climbed 2000 meters, then climbed another
1500 meters.

by Key Curncu(um P;oje, kic
Do not duplicate wiThout peimissbn.



For each exercise below you have to do two things.

1. First write down the problem.

2. Then find the answer.

e Jackets football team gained 9 yards on their first play. On the next three plays they
lost 4 yards, gained 3 yards and lost 3 yards. How did the team do altogether on these
four plays?

Problem: 9 + 14+3+ 3 = 5
Answer: They gained 5 yards.

The Raiders gained 2 yards, lost 18 yards, lost 2 yards and then gained 10 yards.
How did they do on these four plays?

Problem:

Answer:

James was playing a game with his friends. He won 35 points. Then he lost 15,
lost 40 and won 55. How did he come out?

Problem:

Answer:

anna won 43 points, lost 17, lost 19, won 17, lost 24, won 19 and lost 43.
How did she come out?

Problem:

Answer:

Shirlee had a savings account. Her first deposit was $35. Then she deposited $10,
withdrew $20, withdrew $5, deposited $50, withdrew $10 and deposited $25.
How much does she now have in her account?

Problem:

Answer:

Mr. Jackson had $100 in his checking account. He wrote checks for $30, $15 and $20.
Then he deposited $50 and wrote checks for $75, $15 and $10. How much does
Mr. Jackson have in his account now? (Do you see why the bank doesn’t want
Mr. Jackson to write any more checks?)

Problem:

() Answer:

Ciggo b Key Curvfwkim PmIe, Inc. 1 5
Do not di.çHcate wIthout perne&on.



Opposites

See how the integers are matched up in the picture? Each integer is matched with its
opposite. We use a dash to show the opposite of a number.

Theoppositeof5isi. —(5)_5
The opposite of 5 is 5. t5 ) = 5
The opposite of 0 isO. —(0) = 0
The opposite of -13 is 13. —(13)
The opposite of 13 is 13.

The opposite of 8 is 8. (8) =

Theoppositeof8is8. —(8)

Here are some problems where you have to add opposites:

5+-5= -5÷5=

_3 + 3= 3 +_3=

% - + 8=

0+0= 8÷8=

167 ÷167= -3647 + 3647=
As you can see, whenever we add two opposites they cancel each other out — the answer
always comes out zero.

It ais an integer, then a + —a = 0
and —a+ a=O.

This is called the Principle for Adding Opposites.

by Key Cuuiculum Prce. Inc.
Do not duphcat. without pemiseiOfl.



The problems on this page are too hard...

Make them easier by finding opposites and getting rid of them.

+6++L+= 10

5÷256

7÷6÷’-1

9÷28 ÷-

3÷83 8=

37÷L4÷-37+-5

6 +9 + 8 +9÷i+3 =

+ 8 5 9÷’5÷69 =

17 ÷28 +% -‘28 i7=

i2÷56 + 12÷5=

James is still playing with his friends. He won 25 points. Then he lost 17, won 2, lost 19,

won 2, won 17, lost 33, won 19, lost 25 and won 33. How did he come out?

Problem:

Answer:

e1oycumpc. 1 7
Do ndup. wIthotpii



Subtracting Integers

Once we have learned how to add and find opposites of integers, it is easy to subtract them.
Every subtraction problem has the same answer as an addition problem.

()
f8-5=3 fIOI=c?

85=3

To find the answer to a subtraction problem, all we have to do is change it to an addition
problem — but instead of subtracting the second number we add the opposite of the
second number.

Here is another example: 5 — 4 =

Instead of subtracting positive 4 we are going to add negative 4; so here’s how you can
change the problem:

5 -I-4 =

Now the problem is just like the adding problems we have already done.
A loss of 5 and a loss of 4 comes out to a loss of 9:

Below are some more subtraction problems. Change each problem to an addition problem.
Remember to add the opposite of the second number.

6-i-8=2

-5—3=

5—9= -9—4=

8-5= 4—7=

7—2 =

O1OyyCwumProie In
Do n dq& wthoA p,m



In this subtraction problem the number being subtracted is negative:

7—_5=
1st we have to change the problem. We have to add the opposite of the second number,
so instead of subtracting negative 5 we are going to add positive 5:

7+=
A gain of 7 and a gain of 5 is the same as a gain of 12:

75 =12
If this seems strange to you, think of the football field. When the referee takes away or rules
out a 5 yard loss, we gain back the 5 yards.

Subtract. Be careful on these.

3+7=L4
()5__7=

6—8=

9 -6=

10 5 = As you can see, every time we have a
subtraction problem, we can change

10 5 = it to an adding problem. But we have
to remember to add the opposite of

2 -9 the second number:

—
— If a and b are integers,

then a—b=a+—b.

ciggo by Xay CutrIaihrnPh 1 9Do nol diIbate wItho* p.misn.



Subtract. Remember to add the opposite of the second number.
(If the second number is positive, change it to negative.
it the second number is negative, change it to positive.)

4-2= -2=

-3= 4 — 5= _7= 7 - 6 =

8-5= 7=

5 --3= 5 — 9= 2 -7=

—8= I —9=

8-3= -3= 7-9=

I0—8= 12 11-5=

12 —6= II —2= 0 — 5= 1 — 1=

11-0= 13-9= 15—6= 17-8=

-16—7= 13 - 5= 18 —9= 14—14=

• 8 - 9= 4 — 8=

10 — 10= 1 —-8= 7 — 7= 14—L4=

Subtract. —

(Remember... 6 2 8
add the opposite of

— 9 — 6 —

the bottom number.)

6 ii 14 16 16 10
- 9 - 4 - -13 — 13 - 10

2 0 gyy cw,icuIumPro)..
Do nc d4a(I withou( pSftTOBIOfl.
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Add. (Think of gaining and losing yards.)

10 6 15 8)
+8 ÷7 +7 ÷5 +8

37 53 25 84 -L43 25

+26 ÷q2 ÷26 ÷ 86 - 0 + -25

Subtract. (Add the opposite of the bottom number.)

10 6 15
—4 —8 —7 —7 -5 -8

_37 53 25 84 43 25
-26

____

--26 -86 - 0

____

2 2
Key cum Prcfed.

Do n04 dupIce withoul pemiesIon.



Here are some ‘onger problems.

3
—3-6-I

16-10-2-3

8-2-2-2

10-3-3-4

9-3—6—5

12-7-5-4

— 5—5—5

6 -5--3

H - 9 - 6 - 6

3 7—4-2

12 -15-10-8

7-7-7-7

t99Q by key CuncuIum Pr*d kic.
o not dtate wfthoot p.missn



POSITIVE
POSITIVE
NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE

• POSITIVE
• NEGATIVE
• POSITIVE
• NEGATIVE

POSITIVE
= NEGATIVE
= NEGATIVE
= POSITIVE

To figure out the amount of the answer, we Just multiply.

Multiply.

8 •-3= 5 .-14= 5 •L.f

8 ‘3 8 .2= 7z

83= 5 6= 85=

8 3= -3 .7=

8 ‘-1= 9 . -7=

6 •6= 4.8= 7 ._9=

6 6= 9 8= 6=

_7• 7= -5 ._7=

6’6 -I •9

5.Q= 10 8=

20= -4 ‘-7= 9 ‘-10=

-2’ Q= 0 •9= 87=

Multiplying Integers

To name an Integer we have to do two things. We have to tell the sign of the integer

(positive or negative), and we also have to tell the amount.

When we multiply two integers, we need to break down the problem into two parts.

First we figure out the sign of the answer; then we figure out the amount of the answer.

To figure out the sign of the answer, all we have to do is remember these four rules:

22= 08= 1L3= L)

24 C1O by ky CwIokm Proj.d In
Do no4 thWThOL4 pr.m1a



Thedherteam einfdSyd.
mad. 3plap and ii lach

o 0
o C

.5 =

çp1ays and

o 0 0
o 0 0

- =_1

-3 -5 = 15

If it seems strange that we get a positive answer by multiplying two negative numbers, just
remember that a loss for the other team is a gain for us. We can draw a football field and
map out the plays to see why this is so.

-5 -5 -s
———-——--..

Problem: -3 5=I5

To see why these rules work we can think again about a football game. The first integer
tells how many plays were made. A positive integer tells how many plays were made
by ourteam; a negative integer tells how many plays were made by the otherteam.
p second integer tells how many yards were gained or lost on each play.
sitive integers show yards gained; negative integers show yards lost
The answertells the outcome in terms of how many yards our team gained or lost.
Here are some examples:

(is.

o o 0
o 0 0

The eth.+eom
medi 3 plays and

0
0
0

r;;;.
o 0o 0
0 5

f We lose yards; We gain yards;
L they gain yards. they lose yards.

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0123 456789 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

C1Oby Key Cwdum Pvc.
Do nc(d. thout p.n*sn. 25



Multiply. Here’s an easy way to tell

6 7
the sign of the answer:

- — Both posklve f ‘4 6 = 24 1 Answer

both negatIve -‘4 • -6 = 24 J positive.

‘ .7=
-/ 7 One positIve 1 4 6 = 24 ) Answer

‘C-) I and ‘ is
‘‘° 1-4 6 = -24 J negative.

-9 ._5=

9.5= 86= -9.9=

9.5= 88=

I’16=

-7 . 16’I = —I •5=

58= 12.0= -8 •9=

8 5= 7 0’12= -7 8=

It doesn’t matter which of the numbers comes first when we are multiplying, so we say that
multiplication of integers is commutative.

r Commutative Principle for Multiplication of Integers:

[ lfaandbare integers, then a’b = ba.

For example, 3•4 = 4.-3

-12 -12

2 6
•ioeo y cay CwXuum Profe nc.
Do nc dcaIe without p.miuCn.



Multiply. Here are three different ways to
write a multipNcation problem:

(6)(5)=

= 3 ‘ 7 = 2 I
7(8)= (_5)(7)=

(c?)(9), 3(7)=21

(3)(7) =21
iQ’9 =

(8)(I): (cfl(7)
Allofthemsay:

U3ume7equJ21

6(8)= (3.3).7=

(2)(43)= 3.(3.7)=

cIs
(3.5)•L+= (6’8)’2= (-3•2)•5=

3’(5’’+)= -6(8’2)=
a•

(5 8) ‘2 (2’2)•2 = (5 •5) “2 =

5(82)= -2’(2•-2)=

It doesn’t matter which pair of numbers we multiply first. The answer comes out the same
3ither way, so we say that multiplication of integers is associative.

Associative Principle for Multiplication of Integers:
If cx, b and c are integers, then (a’ b) • c = a’ (b ‘c)

For example, (5’2).3 = 5’(2’3)
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Multiply.

263 =36 (3)(7)(2) = =

= (3)(-3)r3) = 8•-2•-q=

822 = (5)(10)(2) = -I •-I 12=

653=

Multiply.

07=

(Lfl(%)(Lf) =

81= 1’3=

Lf6 ‘370 =

5’I= i’7=

(29)(0= O58= 80•I= 1.0=

Sometimes multiplying can be pretty hard to do — but not when we are multiplying
by 0, 1 or -1. Then it’s very simple. Here are the principles that tell us what to do:

Principle for Multiplying by Zero:
Itais any integer, then a•0 = 0

and 0•a=O.

Principle for Multiplying by One:
If a is any integer, then a • 1 = a

and 1•a=a.

80= l= V5= 91=

4.Q= Q.Q 15-1= 1•1 = -4-1= 1b=

130= 0(I6) 16 I = I 17= 531 = 1 O

480= 01= 631= I(26)= 1’l= -I(23)=

()

Principle for Multiplying by Negative One:
If a is any integer, then a • I = —a

and I’a=—a.
•Any integer times negative one is the opposite of the integer.”

28 1O by Kay C iIum P?oje, Inc.
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• Order of Operations

We saw that parentheses are often used in algebra to show what to do first.Lopk at this problem:

q (5 ÷2)=
The parentheses tell us to add 5 + 2 first, and then to multiply the answer by 4:

L+.(5_2)=28

7Below are some problems for you to do.

5(2÷3)= 7—(5-2)= (-,+4).3=
(52.)+3= (7-5)--2=

5+(23) 7÷(5’-2)= (22)+6:
(9÷2)3 (7÷5)2 =

(‘4—3)’(5—I)= (3•’-t) (42) + (3.3)

(3—5)•flo-6= (-3•’-D ÷(q•2) +

(5-3)•(6-IO) (3•4) + (‘4’2) (3.3)i

(3-5)•(6—IQ) (3-I) ÷ (42)(-3•3)=

(3 ‘-I) (‘4’2) +(-3.3) =

29



Here is a problem that doesn’t have any parentheses to show what to do first:

5+3.4
There are two ways you could try to do this problem. ()

Multlplyiflg first: 5 + 3 L4
= 7

II

Addlngfirst: 5÷3.4=32
S

As you can see, the answers are different. The first one, 17, is right because of a rule we

always follow in doing computations:

1. If there are parentheses, first do what is in them.

2. Then do all the multiplying, from left to right.

3. Finally, do the rest of the adding and subtracting, from left, to right.

See If you can follow this rule on each problem below.

(85)1= (5+7)2= 7÷(-2)5=

852= 57’2 = I3’7-12=

7’3lQ 8.(2-14)= + +5.4 =

(6÷2)4=. 82-’-f =

56-12= 5÷3•2 = 5(7-3)-6=

25-3’6= 532 =

3’(6÷4)= 2+22 = I25(8-2)=
)

3 0
CurcuIum Proo,
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(6-’-5)2 =

3.5 .+ 32

3(52)

5.jo+L.I..1o 3.-Lf+q.Lf 7.3+7.7=

(5-’4)•IO= (3+4)•-f= 7.(3+7)=

(-LI.)(3) + (_5)(3) (_7)(_5) + (LI.)(-5) = 2 ‘-F + -2’ 6 =

(L.f+5)(3) = (-7÷’-D(-5) = -2•.(’-f÷€) =

-

Were you surprised to see the answers come out the same in each pair of problems?
If you were, then try thinking about it like this:

‘t fives

± 4.5

)oesn’t it make sense for the answers to come out the same? After all, 3 fives and
fives is equal to 7 fives. Since this works for any integers we may choose, we say that
tultiplication of integers is distributive over addition.

)
19 by iCey Curr)autn Pioje Inc.
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Distributive Principle:
If a, b and c are integers, then (b + c) • a = b • a + c • a

and a•(b+c)= a•b+a’c.

31

iS 20

(5 + L.f.535

(3+Lf).5
= 35

7

62 + 52=



You’ve learned two ways to solve this problem:

5(38)=
On page 30 you learned to do what is in the parentheses first, then multiply: C)

5flfl55
And on page 31 you learned that using the Distributive Principle gives the same answer:

5(38)= 5(3)5(8) 15+40=55

When we use the Distributive Principle we can save some work by doing the multipicatlons

in our head and just writing the products:

5(3 ÷8) = l540 = 55

Do each problem two ways.

6(q+6)= 6(IO)=60 7(20÷8)=

6(-I+6)=24+36:6O 7(208)=

3(8÷2)= 8(+I)=

3(82)= 8(-f +1) =

-Lt(9 +-3) = 3(30 +

-L.f(9 +-3) = 3(30 ÷2) =

3(2-6) = 3(2+6) =3(”4)=12

3(2-6) =
3(Z+D6) = 6+18:12

10(3 -8) =

10(3-8) =

2(t -7)=
-2(4--7) =
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Dividing Integers

In division problems, the number we divide by is called the divisor and the number wevide into is called the dividend.

a
2 ÷L+3

dMsor —‘ 1’
dividend

When you divide integers you have to break down the problem into two parts.We find the amount of the answer by dividing, and we find the sign of the answerby following these rules:

POSITIVE • POSITIVE = POSITIVE
POSITIVE • NEGATIVE = NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE • POSITIVE = NEGATIVE
NEGATIVE • NEGATIVE = POSITIVE

These rules are the same as the rules for multiplication. That’s because the answer to adivision problem can be found by reversing a multiplication problem.
18 + 3 = 6 because 6 times 3 is 18.
18 ÷ 3 = -6 because -6 times 3 is 18.

-18 + 3 = 6 because 6 times 3 is 18.
18 + = 6 because 6 times 3 Is 18.

Here are some division problems for you:

12-3=q
12 34
12 ---3 -‘4

-12÷3 ‘+

10÷5=
10 ÷5 =

to --5=
10-5=

18÷6=
18÷6=

=

-18 ÷-6 =

-15÷1=
-15÷1 =

L)you get the last two problems? If not,.the next page may help you.

-7 -_7=
-7÷7=
7--7=
7-_7 =

15÷1=
15 ÷ 1=

-g ÷-9=
-9— =

0÷9=
9÷0=

O by Kay Cuirk,jh,m Profad,
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00 Whet number times 4.
÷ 14 = equals l2 3

12÷14=3
.. WIt niimber irnes 9

Q÷7 = ecjeIs 0? 2

- C

__

This problem has no answer.

In fact, no number divided by zero has an answer. That’s why we say:

We can never divide by 0.

Do these problems. If a problem has no answer, cross it out.

(7-7)÷(q+,)= o÷Ioo (5i-5)÷(5-5)

(-3-2)÷32)
0

8÷2) (3 3) = (- -1) (5+2) =

(-3o.3) ÷(8 ÷2) = (7 +7) - (-7-7)

(l214)÷(LlI2)= (6÷14) ÷(Lf,)

(L.f_12) ÷U2—4) = (II ÷11) ÷(3+-3) =

IMPORTANT NOTICE

There are two big differences between dividing integers and the other

operations you have learned (adding, subtracting and multiplying).

1. We can neverdivide by zero.

2. If the divisor doesn’t go into the dividend evenly, then the answer will not

be an integer. For example, 10+3 does not equal any integer. We will

discuss problems like this when we study rational numbers in Book 5.
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Written Work

Do these problems on some clean
pr. Label each page of your work

your name, your class, the date,
and the book number. Also number each
problem. Keep this written work inside your
book, and turn it in with your book when you
are finished. Please do a neat job.

_______

1. Make a list of all the prime numbers
upto50. (Seepage4if you need help.)

2. Break down each of these numbers into
prime factors: 8, 45, 50, 150, 256, 500.
(See page 5.)

3. What are integers? (See page 7.)
4. Write down an example of each of these principles:

a. Principle for Adding Zero (See page 11.)
b. Commutative Principle for Addition of Integers (See page 12.)
c Associative Principle for Addition of Integers (See page 13.)
d. Principle for Adding Opposites (See page 16.)
e. Commutative Principle for Multiplication of Integers (See page 26.)
f. Associative Principle for Multiplication of Integers (See page 27.)
g. Principle for Multiplying by Zero (See page 28.)
h. Principle for Multiplying by One (See page 28.)
i. Distributive Principle (See page 31.)

5. Write a story to fit this problem: 40+ 5+ 25 + -10 =

6. Sandy and Terry got into an argument about the following problem:

=

Sandy said the problem should be done like this:

6÷25=40
8

Terry said that this was the correct way:

6÷25= 16
I0

Who was right? Explain why. (See page 30.)
‘:)jvi,y can’t we divide by zero?

Wrsbn W.rk Yier N.i..
6ookl PeridN..

DQg

D 2,35,7,

50
A A

Az a
8Z•2•2

________

150 25g 500
A A A

® Inttei
ee. 5+025
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Practice Test

You are now ready to take the practice test to find out how well you understand the work in

this book. When you are finished with the test, ask your teacher for the answer key so you

can correct it yourself. Then you can review the sections where you still need practice. ‘

Good lucki

Break down each number into prime factors.

Mi

21 40 Lf 2

58=
8÷2

-5
+-Lf

-3
+10

6 ÷-6
Lf +-3

2

-6÷4 =

o +-7=

9

Subtract.

5-8=
8-2 =

-2.

=

O’7 =

x2

12i= I
fLfo= I 142 1

6—6
-Lf_3

-5 -3 2 9

-10 --9

Multiply.

58=
(8)(2):

(6)(i)=

-5 -3 2 9

:z1f ‘(10 ‘(-9

36
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- Divide.

0-5=

‘8 —8 =

1-f8 ÷6

-18 ÷-1 =

Compute.

5•2 ÷L+

5(24L+)=

5÷”21L+ -62÷f•2=

(5+2)Lf (‘.64)2=

Match an example with each principle.

Principles

Adding Zero

Multiplication is Commutative

Multiplication Is Associative

Multiplying by Zero

____

Addition is Commutative

____

Adding Opposites

____

Addition is Associative

Multiplying by One

Distributive Principle

C by K.yCunlAum Proed. Inc.
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=

5÷32-c =

35’(5-2) =

5(4-O- =

Examples

-5.-4 -L..-5

-5÷’LF -L4+-5

‘3.QQ

—3 ÷0 = ‘.3

51=5
3.’.Lf).5

=

2’(5÷3)=25 23
(-3÷-Lf)+5

= -3 (-Lf.j.5)

5.3 + 5.14

5(3-I.L+) =

a)

b)

C)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

I)

37
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